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Abstract. This study is based on BP neural network technology, through the MATLAB programmed
processing, analyzed the factors which influenced the corn moisture content.Finally,through the
MATLAB ,designed a method of online moisture content of corn. Through the comparison of
predictive value and the true value of the corn. The prediction accuracy of this method could run up to
95% under the same batches. This method provide a reliable theoretical basis for the online
determination of moisture content of corn.
Introduction
China is the world's largest grain producer and consumer, the total production of about 500 million tons
of grain. According to the survey due to grain drying technology, often due to lack of timely grain drying,
or drying failed, causing losses of up to 15%, far more than 5% of the standard provisions of the
FAO[1-2].
Grain drying chamber agricultural production process of the key aspects.Select the neural network
input There are many ways, from the basic idea is significant as the effect of independent variables
selected into the neural network model, the effect is not significant independent variables excluded.
we will combine BP neural network average impact value (MIV, Mean Impact Value) method to
illustrate how to use neural network screening variables, find a greater impact on the results and entries,
and then use neural networks to achieve variable selection. This screening method is applied to the corn
drying process variables, with the variables that have been screened on the moisture content during
drying of maize modeling.
Corn Drying Process Variables Based on BP Neural Network Screening
Corn Drying Process. A drying section has 6 cooling segments. Independent factors affected are 14, A
entire dry process is near 8 hours, each section takes about 2 hours.
Corn drying process variables are, S 1 and T 1, respectively at the outlet of the dryer the moisture
content and temperature of maize, S2 and T2, respectively, at the outlet of a dry corn moisture and sixth
temperature, T 3 at the outlet of a dry four maize temperature, T 4 at the outlet of a dry corn Sec
temperature, T 5 for the unprocessed temperature, T 6, T 7, T 8, and a hot air temperature T11, T9, and
T10 for the exhaust gas temperature, T 12 is the ambient temperature, n is row grain motor speed.
Corn Drying Process Variables based on BP Neural Network The full name of BP neural
network algorithm based on error back propagation neural network, its topology shown in Fig. 1.
BP Neural network has 3 layers: the input layer, intermediate layer (also called the hidden layer) and
output layer[3,4]. Each input layer neurons responsible for receiving input information from the outside
world, and passed to the detection of each neuron, the middle layer is the internal information
processing layer, an intermediate layer can be designed as a single hidden layer or hidden layer structure;
finally passed to a hidden layer information for each output layer neuron, after further processing, to
complete a forward propagation learning process, outputs from the output layer to the outside output
information processing results.
Copyright © 2017, the Authors. Published by Atlantis Press.
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Algorithm for the data stream prior to the calculation of (forward propagation) and the
back-propagation of error signals constituting the two processes. When the forward propagation,
propagation direction of the input layer → hidden layer → output layer[4,5,9,10], each neuron state
only affects the next layer neurons. If the output layer are not expected output, then turned back
propagation process error signal. By alternating these two processes were performed in the weight
vector of the error function gradient space drops strategy, dynamic iterative search a weight vector, the
network error function reached a minimum value, thereby completing the information extraction and
memory processes.
MIV is considered the best indicator variables evaluated questioned correlation in a neural network,
but also to solve such problems and create new ideas.
In this paper, the importance of selecting the size of MIV as an evaluation index of each independent
variable on the dependent variable impacts. MIV is used to determine the input neurons to the output
neurons affect the size of an index, the symbol representing the relevant direction, size represents the
absolute value of the relative importance of the impact[3-4]. The calculation process: After the
termination of the network training, the training sample P features in each independent variable on the
basis of its original value, respectively, plus / minus 10% constitute a new two training samples P1 and
P2, P1 and P2, respectively, as the simulation samples have been built using network simulation, two
simulation results A1 and A2, A1 and A2 calculated difference, namely changes on changes in the value
(IV) after the output generated by the argument, and finally by observing IV the average number of
cases should come to the argument for network output variables ---- MIV. Calculated in accordance
with the above procedure followed MIV value of each independent variable, according to MIV
definitely worth the final size of each variable ordering, get their own network output variable relative
importance of ranking table to determine the extent of the impact on network input feature results,
namely achieve a variable selection.
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output layer

Figure 1 BP neural network structure diagram
Variable Selection to Achieve. Select corn drying process 200, each taking the test time, i.e. 2h, 4h,
6h, 8h, a total of 800 sets of data, S 1 and T 1, respectively at the outlet of the dryer and the temperature
of the water content of maize, S2 and T2, respectively, sixth at the exit for dry corn moisture content and
temperature, T 3 for four dry corn at the exit temperature, T 4, Sec dry corn temperature at the outlet,
T 5 as raw grain temperature, T 6, T 7, T 8 and T11 hot air temperature, T9, and T10 for the exhaust
gas temperature, T 12 is the ambient temperature, n is the motor speed grain discharge. S1 as the
dependent variable, the other variables as independent variables, MIV method of screening and the
results of the main variables of the network affected. Shown as Fig. 2:
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MIV preliminary variable selection algorithm to achieve (increase or decrease in the independent variable）

Correct the original data train a neural network

MIV subsequent variable selection algorithm implementation (difference calculation)

MIV values calculated for each item of network output

Figure 2. MIV flow chart
MATLAB Simulation.MIV the network output value is calculated in the following table:
Table1: MIV compare
varialbles
MIV
T1
1.2896
S2
1.2664
T2
1.2320
T3
1.0211
T4
0.9562
T5
0.9567
T6
0.6012
T7
0.5734
T8
0.5673
T9
0.5621
T10
0.0985
T11
0.1021
T12
0.1042
n
0.9781
Based on BP Neural Network Training and Regression Forecast
Therefore, we use a three improved BP neural network algorithm based feed forward BP network
prediction model to establish a moisture content of grain dryer exit. According to Table 1 and to remove
the output of a minimum T10, T11, T12. Determining the input variables 11.
Requirements hidden layer nodes to determine the problem, the number of input and output units
have a direct relationship, hidden layer nodes will cause the network to learn too little too low or
accuracy of the network does not converge, but too much will cause the network learning time too long,
fault tolerance is poor, does not recognize without learning samples. Selected based on experience here
first hidden layer nodes, and then observed network performance, increase or decrease the number of
nodes in the hidden layer based on the observed results, a comprehensive comparison of the effects of
each hidden layer nodes to predict the performance of the selected value, making the final choice
network prediction error most hours of hidden layer nodes. After repeated experiments, select the
"11-16-1" at the exit end of the dryer moisture corn forecast network.
Select the logarithmic transfer function S-type (Log-Sigmoid) transfer function,
f ( x) 

1
1  e x

(1)
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Corn moisture content prediction model based networks were expected output S1, the output unit of the
output layer Ŝ1 , then the cost function fitting error of corn moisture content were forecasting network

ES1 

1 P
( S1  Sˆ1) 2

2 k 1
.

(2)

Among them, P is the number of training samples.
Using the quasi-Newton method to train the network[4,5,6], adjust the network connection weights to
make the minimum cost function, concrete steps are:
x  Rn
B  Rnn ， k  1 ；
① given initial point 1
and positive definite matrix 1
g  E( x1 ) ，if g1  0 ，then stop[7,8]，else continue；
② caculate 1
1
③ caculate dk  Bk gk ， obtained search direction；
④ along the search direction, according to Wolfe search model
E( xk  k dk )  E( xk )  1k dkT gk

(3)

dkT E( xk  k dk )   2dkT gk
(4)

   0,1  2   0,1 1   2


，
，
；
Calculated step，wherein， 1 and 2 is constant，and 1
x  x   k dk
g  E( xk 1 )
g 0
⑤ orders k 1 k
，caculate k 1
，if k 1
，then stop，else continue；
⑥ orders
Bk 1  Bk 

Bk sk skT Bk yk ykT
 T
skT Bk sk
sk yk

(5)

s  k dk yk  gk 1  gk
wherein， k
，
；
⑦ orders k  k 1，goto③.
Conclusion
5000 sample data set classification, 2500 set as the training set of sample data, another 2500 set as the
test sample data sets, with training set for BP training available predictive model, and then the resulting
model to predict the test set. After fitting effect MSE = 0.0031472, squared correlation coefficient R =
99.3124%, to achieve the desired prediction. The prediction accuracy of this method could run up to
95% under the same batches.
The moisture content of corn drying process forecast for energy corn drying process, as well as
storage of corn has a very important role, corn drying process variables screening and it’s moisture
content forecast article describes the moisture content in corn drying in the forecast regression.
Application example shows that predictions is reliable in practice, can be widely extended.
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